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T
he Woods surname in golf is under-

standably well known. Apart from 

all his on-course accomplishments, 

Tiger Woods has made forays into the golf 

course design business with properties 

underway in America and Dubai. There 

is another Woods albeit lesser known, 

working behind the scenes making sure 

that the golf courses professionals play are 

in top-notch condition year round.

 This month, bizgolf Magazine spoke to 

Micah Woods, who by profession describes 

himself as someone who ‘grows grass for 

a living.’ 

Before anything, do people ask him 

if he’s related to his namesake? “Yes, 

sometimes they do - and I usually tell them 

no, but he’s a month older to me and I’ve 

had the opportunity to work at a lot of golf 

tournaments at which he has participated.”

 “Growing up in Oregon, my father was a 

golf professional when I was very young - so 

it was but natural to be surrounded by the 

game.”

Like many other twelve-year-olds at the 

time, Micah harbored ambitions of playing 

professionally. “You think with practice you 

keep getting better. Four years later at 

sixteen, I started losing to the same guys I 

had previously been beating!”

 At seventeen, he got a job on a golf 

course in Portland, which was his first 

foray into turfcare. “I found it fascinating 

to prepare the golf course for play, not to 

mention the fact that I could be on it for 

hours on end.”

For the next four years after high school, 

Micah attended Oregon State University 

studying horticulture. To give one an 

outsider’s perspective, it is the science 

of how plants grow. You also study some 

basic chemistry and biology along with 

soils and other subjects. One really learns 

golf-specific turfcare hands on, combining 

theory and practice, thereby giving you the 

knowledge you need to work the industry.

 “The fact that I had worked for a year 

before studying further helped. In the 

United States, the collegiate system is 

such that you have three months off every 

year. Come the holidays, I would go work at 

different courses around the country.”

 By the time graduation came around 

in 1998, his boss from Scottsdale, Arizona 

had moved to Shanghai and was happy to 

hire Micah as his assistant superintendent. 

“It was a Nicklaus signature design called 

Shanghai Links and was quite the introduc-

tion to what you need to do to take care of 

a golf course. Five months into the job, my 

boss quit”

 Suddenly the 22-year old college gradu-

ate was in-charge of a Nicklaus course in 

faraway China. There was the challenge 

of managing 60 people who worked under 

him as well as the fact that it was difficult 

to grow and maintain grass in Shanghai 

given the climate and type of grass they 

were growing. He over saw the opening and 

eighteen months later moved to Japan for a 

stint on a golf course outside Tokyo.

 “From 2001-06 I went back to school 

at Cornell. I had originally decided that I 

wanted to get into research going all the 

back to my undergraduate days. The ques-

tion I wanted to answer was - how could 

one create good golfing surfaces in places 

where it was difficult to envision one?”

 “Cornell has a big library, labs for 

research and smart professors. It was 

really a tremendous time in my life. My 

area of study was going into the depths of 

turf grass nutrition.” This leads to the next 

discussion about his main interest - the 

potentials vs. perils story of the golf industry 

in Asia.

 “Asia has a big population compared to 

its land area. Sometimes what happens is 

that golf courses are not built on very good 

soil, which is saved instead for agriculture. 

On the opposite end in the West, one can 
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played.”

 Miles and miles of airtime has to 

bring some favorites over the years too. 

For Micah, he chooses traditional setups. 

“Cypress Point, California and Old Course at 

St Andrews. Otherwise pick any course that 

I’m playing with my friends at the time. Its 

more about the fun now.”

 “I’m at a golf course every day, but it’s 

hard to get to play on a regular basis given 

my work schedule. Pretty much really 

enjoy the technical aspect of looking after a 

property.”

 These days the ‘other Woods’ is a regu-

lar writer, documenting not only his travels 

but also his findings in turf on his company 

and personal blogs. Somewhere in the 

middle there are two books too. “Beyond my 

clientele, I wanted to share my work with 

anyone who would be interested.”

 “I started writing for a magazine in 

Japan, 2008. This has been published ever 

since. A select number of these pieces were 

turned into a book in March of this year in 

Japanese, and we’re working on an English 

edition.”

 Before closing time, Micah who speaks 

from Japan leaves us with the story of how 

his ‘birdie dance’ is slowly making him a 

cult hero online. “It happened spontane-

ously while playing golf in 2009 at the 

Manele Course in Hawaii. 

We were taking lots of pictures because 

the course has some great ocean views. I 

made a birdie and posed when a celebra-

tory photo was taken. I liked the way the 

photo looked, and it has been fun to make a 

few more ever since.”

find properties on some pretty good soil. In 

Asia, it also rains harder for part of the year, 

hence the sand base below the surface to 

handle the climate and foot traffic. Univer-

sity helped me learn and specialize in this 

area.”

 Armed with the additional know-how, 

Woods headed back to the east to found 

the Asian TurfgrassCenter in Bangkok, 

Thailand. Friends from earlier years in Asia, 

plus the central location of the southeast 

nation were plus points according to him. “I 

was fascinated by this part of the world that 

seems to be importing information from the 

US or Australia when the conditions there 

are vastly different. In my mind, it would 

be interesting to do some research here in 

Asia and share that information.”

 The Asian TurfgrassCenter began with 

the idea of a research and information busi-

ness about turf grass, which was specific 

to locations around Asia in places such 

as Japan, which has more than 2,000 golf 

courses. Here Micah adds how the retail 

golf industry is related to its architectural 

counterpart.

 “Both equipment and irrigation 

companies want more courses to be built 

around the world because they would sell 

more fairway metals and irrigation systems. 

Whether the golf industry is shrinking or 

booming, my niche in an advisory role does 

not diminish.”

Globally, the chief scientist at the Asian 

TurfgrassCenter Co Ltd has worked at the 

Ryder Cup, The Masters, US Open, and a 

couple of Open Championships as well. “I 

was at St Andrews in 2010. It’s so fun to 

be on courses that are prepared for major 

championships and to see how they do it. 

Then of course there are the players who 

are playing on courses that are usually fair 

but also quite difficult.”

 “In 1997, I helped rake bunkers at Royal 

Birkdale during the Open. I got to walk with 

(who else) Tiger Woods and Vijay Singh’s 

group. What more can someone at 20 ask 

for?”

“The point is to not let the players ever 

even see us. Ideally, you wouldn’t have the 

media focus on the course maintenance at 

all. The attention should be on golf that is 
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